clocks

clocks numerical index
Item		 Description

06026 Alexandre Martinot
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06028 Auguste Verdier
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06029 Bond Street 18”
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06030 Bond Street 30”
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06032 Harrison Gray 23”
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06033 Harrison Gray 30”
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06083 Warehouse
Wall Clock with Grill. .  .  .
06084 Ronan Large
Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06085 Ronan Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .
06091 Torriana Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06094 Shyam Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06097 Alphonzo Wall Clock. .  .
06102 Kerensa Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06103 Fleming Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06104 Gio Table Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06105 Arta Table Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .  .
06344 Powell Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .
06419 Amelie Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .
06428 Bartram Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06443 Nico Table Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .
06448 Mudita Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .
06449 Nakul Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .
06454 Marcelo Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06458 Carroway Wall Clock. .  .
06459 Davy Table Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .
06461 Reema Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .
06462 Captain Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06463 Storehouse Wall Clock. .
06655 Amarion Wall Clock. .  .  .
06664 Ellsworth Wall Clock. .  .  .
06681 Delevan Wall Clock. .  .  .  .
06726 Trudy Wall Clock. .  .  .  .  .  .
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06454 Marcelo Wall Clock
40” Rd x 2” Natural stained, fir wood clock frame with hand forged, aged iron Roman numerals and
floating center dial. Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

UTTERMOST

253

06084 Ronan Large Wall Clock
60” Rd x 2” Oversized wall clock features a dark, rustic bronze finish accented with a rust gray
frame. Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

254

UTTERMOST

06085 Ronan Wall Clock
40” Rd Wall clock features a dark, rustic bronze
finish accented with a rust gray frame. Quartz
movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires
one “C” battery.
06463 Storehouse Wall Clock
40” Rd x 2” Oversized wall clock features a
solid iron framework finished in a rustic, textured
rust bronze with coordinating floating center dial.
Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping.
Requires one “AA” battery.

06085

06463

UTTERMOST

255

06097

06097 Alphonzo Wall Clock
39” Rd x 2” Wall clock features charcoal stained fir
wood with antiqued gold accents and floating center
dial. Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping.
Requires one “C” battery.
06102 Kerensa Wall Clock
40” Rd x 2” This wall clock is constructed from
rustic, dark wooden blocks with butterfly inlay details
layered against a gold leaf base with a matching center
floating dial. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06102

256

UTTERMOST

06655 Amarion Wall Clock
60” Rd x 4” This oversized wall clock features hammered copper sheeting with a light
gray wash and aged black details. Center hands movement is separate from the outside
frame. Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one “C” battery.
Some assembly required.

UTTERMOST

257

06419 Amelie Wall Clock
60” Rd x 2” Oversized wall clock featuring a distressed,
rustic bronze metal with silver highlights and mirrored face.
Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires
one “AA” battery.
06458 Carroway Wall Clock
60” Rd x 3” This 3-dimensional wall clock features
hammered, hand forged iron with a silver finish and
floating center dial. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” Battery.

06419

06458

258

UTTERMOST

06103 Fleming Wall Clock
32” Rd x 3” Wall clock featuring a dark bronze frame
with nail head accents and a white face with antique brass
and black accents. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06461 Reema Wall Clock
41” Rd x 2” Modern style wall clock featuring a matte
black frame and a white glass face. Quartz movement ensures
accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06103

06461

UTTERMOST
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06448 Mudita Wall Clock
40”x 40”x 2” Wall clock featuring textured black concrete with
lightly antiqued gold leaf accents. Quartz movement ensures
accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

260

UTTERMOST

06681

06681 Delevan Wall Clock
32” Rd x 2” Open design wall clock made
of hand forged metal finished in antiqued
silver leaf with burnished edges. Quartz
movement ensures accurate timekeeping.
Requires one “C” battery.
06449 Nakul Wall Clock
30” Rd x 3” Smoke gray industrial iron
frame with an aged ivory clock face under
glass. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06449

UTTERMOST

261

06462 Captain Wall Clock
38” Rd x 4” Wall clock features a solid
iron frame finished in antique brushed brass
and satin black for a modern industrial
feel. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06094 Shyam Clock
12”x 16”x 5” Clock face features a metal
frame with a brass finish and aged black
stand. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06459 Davy Table Clock
19”x 25”x 9” Modern table clock
features a steel construction, finished in
antique brushed brass with aged black
accents. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06462

06459
06094

262
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06105

06105 Arta Table Clock
6”x 13”x 4” Table clock features steel construction, finished
in antique brushed brass with distressed black accents and a
clear bubble glass face. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06104 Gio Table Clock
6”x 14”x 4” Industrial feel table clock finished in antique
brushed brass and matte black. The neck is adjustable from
12.5” to 14” in height. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06104

UTTERMOST

263

06443 Nico Table Clock
15”x 20”x 3” Clock featuring a lightly antiqued silver champagne frame and stand with an exotic looking, mottled black
veneer accent. Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

264

UTTERMOST

06664

06664 Ellsworth Wall Clock
29” Rd x 2” Wall clock featuring a crackled
ivory face with rust red accent and rustic bronze
metal details. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06091 Torriana Wall Clock
32” Rd x 2” Wall clock featuring an antiqued,
gold metal frame with an antiqued ivory face
and a pale blue accent around the inner edge.
Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping.
Requires one “AA” battery.

06091

UTTERMOST
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06428 Bartram Wall Clock
23”x 41”x 3” Antiqued, aged ivory finish with
rust undertones and distressed, matte black clock
face. Rope accent allows the wall clock to hang from
the decorative hook that is included or may be hung
without the rope. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

266
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06083

06083 Warehouse Wall Clock with Grill
26”x 26”x 3” Hand forged metal clock finished in mottled
rust brown with an aged ivory face. Quartz movement
ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06344 Powell Wall Clock
30” Rd x 2” Wall clock with aged wood panels accented
by rustic dark bronze metal details and gold highlights.
Quartz movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires
one “AA” battery.

06344
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06726

06726 Trudy Wall Clock
38” Rd x 3” This clock features a wood frame
finished in distressed, burnished brown with light
tan undertones and gray glaze. The clock face is
aged ivory. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06026 Alexandre Martinot Wall Clock
23” Rd x 2” Weathered laminated clock face
with cast brass details. Quartz movement ensures
accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06026

268
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06033

06033 Harrison Gray 30” Wall Clock
30” Rd x 3” Weathered, laminated clock face with
brass center components and internal pendulum. Quartz
movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires two
“AA” batteries.
06032 Harrison Gray 23” Wall Clock
23” Rd x 2” Weathered, laminated clock face with
brass center components and internal pendulum. Quartz
movement ensures accurate timekeeping. Requires one
“AA” battery.

06032

UTTERMOST
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06028 Auguste Verdier Wall Clock
27” Rd x 3” Weathered, laminated clock face with
cast antiqued brass details. Quartz movement ensures
accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.
06030 Bond Street 30” Wall Clock
30” Rd x 3” Laminated black clock face with
a weathered crackled look, cast brass details and
internal pendulum. Quartz movement ensures accurate
timekeeping. Requires two “AA” batteries.
06029 Bond Street 18” Wall Clock
18” Rd x 2” Laminated black clock face with a
weathered, crackled look. Quartz movement ensures
accurate timekeeping. Requires one “AA” battery.

06028

06030

06029

270
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